Practices

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

The global interests of our clients require access to high-quality legal assistance anywhere in
the World. As a rule, this includes representation in foreign and international courts,
organization of cross-border business structures, transaction support in diﬀerent jurisdictions,
interaction with international ﬁnancial institutions and national regulators of various states.
S&K Vertical's leading attorneys, in addition to their basic national diplomas, have degrees of
the best European and American law schools and work closely with leading law ﬁrms around
the World. S&K Vertical has a representative oﬃce in Beijing, China, and for more than 5 years
is actively developing the Asian practice, providing legal support to leading Asian companies in
Russia, and also protecting Russian clients in Asian markets.S&K Vertical's international cases
have been repeatedly noted by Russian and international rankings (Legal 500, IFLR1000 and
Pravo.ru 300).

Professional experience:
Representation of the owner of an oil company with regard to the conversion of debt to a state
bank and placement of shares on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, the case involved litigation
in Russia, Cyprus and England;
Representation of a state corporation, the asset manager of a large bank of a CIS country, with
respect to troubled assets located in the United States, Israel, the United Arab Emirates,
Kazakhstan;
Representation of an Internet company with respect to criminal law issues in the sphere of
ﬁnancial crimes in the territory of a European country, interaction with the national general
prosecutor's oﬃce and organization of the judicial process;
Representation of owners of real estate in the UAE, the organization of legal proceedings
against the developer;
Representation of the shareholder of a hotel complex in a European country, organization of
legal proceedings as well as of criminal and civil law protection within the framework of a
corporate conﬂict;
Representation of a large Russian trading network in a dispute with Chinese suppliers in the
matter of collecting damages for the delivery of a poor-quality product; the case included
arbitration proceedings, recognition of the arbitration award in the Chinese court and its
enforcement of the award in China;
Representation of the shareholder of a Russian multi-proﬁle holding company regarding the
implementation of corporate rights arising out of the ownership of assets in Singapore, Cyprus,
BVI within the framework of a corporate conﬂict;
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Advising a large Russian holding company as to the multi-jurisdictional corporate structure,
attracting ﬁnancing, developing legal model of trade relations and taxation.

